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ABOUT NEXPLORE GAMES
*Innovative methodology to Play - Learn - Apply
*Develops 21st century life skills through the instruction of strategy & 
thinking games.
*Teaches students HOW to think rather than WHAT to think
*Applies concepts to real life situations, allowing children to make 
transference from game scenarios to real life experience
*Imparts skills in logic/reasoning, social, emotional, study skills, math, 
language arts/reading, science/environment, 
economics/entrepreneurship and leadership

MIND & BODY PROGRAM
Nexplore’s Mind & Body Camp offers the perfect combination of learning and fun! Students will 

enrich their minds with new strategies and 21st century thinking skills while playing 
internationally-acclaimed mind and strategy games. Through the Nexplore Games unique 

methodology, students will learn HOW to think, rather than what to think, all while exploring games 
from all over the world. With Zumba Kids® high-energy fitness experience for the body, students 
will learn new dance moves, build cultural awareness, enhance community and have a blast with 

all of the movement activities! Nexplore’s holistic approach to learning will leave students 
empowered in mind and body.

Rockin’, high energy dance classes that combine movement, music and 
community in a class for children. Packed with specialized 
choreographed, kid-friendly routines and all the music kids love, like 
hip-hop, reggaeton, cumbia and more, Zumba® Kids inspire children to 
express themselves through movement and play while effectively im-
proving their overall health and well-being. 
 Zumba®, Zumba Fitness®, Zumba Kids® logos are trademarks of Zumba Fitness, LLC.

ABOUT ZUMBA KIDS®

HOW IT WORKS
1. We come to you!
2.) You can choose between weekly classes, a weeklong 
camp or a one-time special event.
3.) Contact us to tailor a program suited to your needs! 
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